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Abstract 

The article selects the delisted LeTV company as the research object. First, it analyzes 
the motivation of LeTV's diversified expansion and the reason for the break of LeTV's 
capital chain. Secondly, it analyzes the problems of LeTV's internal control in depth and 
proposes targeted Improve countermeasures to provide warnings and reference for 
other companies’ internal control. 
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1. RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

The vigorous development of the Internet industry in recent years has gradually become the 
supporting point of China's economy and has become increasingly close to people's lives. 
However, the current operating model of Internet companies is not very mature, the diversified 
income model of the Internet industry has not yet formed, operating costs are high, and legal 
supervision is imperfect, which makes internal accounting control very important. LeTV used 
to be the star of Internet companies and was the first company in the industry to perfectly 
integrate application content with terminals. However, it was delisted by the Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange on July 21, 2020. Taking LeEco as an example, it proposes targeted countermeasures 
against its existing internal accounting control problems, in order to prevent other Internet 
companies from repeating LeEco’s mistakes. 

2. ANALYSIS OF LETV GROUP'S DIVERSIFIED EXPANSION 

2.1. LeTV Company Profile 

LeTV was founded in Beijing in 2004. Dedicated to the video industry at the beginning of its 
founding, it was listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange in just 6 years. Subsequently, the 
company's business scope continued to expand. In 2016, LeEco acquired a number of 
companies in different industries. At this time, it was also the beginning of LeEco's financial 
crisis until it was officially delisted on July 21, 2020. 

2.2. Seven Diversified Expansion Strategies 

LeTV is committed to building a LeTV ecosystem of “platform + content + terminal + 
application” called the “LeTV model” by the industry[1]. Later, it vigorously expanded its 
business scope and finally formed the "seven ecological chains", namely Internet film and 
television; LeTV mobile phones; LeTV TV; LeTV Sports; LeTV Auto; LeTV Finance; LeTV Cloud. 

In 2013, LeTV's business diversified and expanded for the first time, that is, it entered the 
"super TV" industry. LeTV TV achieved good performance in the early stage. In 2013, its 
operating income increased significantly, but its cost was still relatively high and its net profit 
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was not very high. In line with expectations. LeTV later entered the sports industry on a large 
scale, branching out LeTV Sports from LeTV Video. LeTV Sports purchased the copyright of 
sports events at a high price, not only without profit, but also with huge losses. In 2015, LeEco 
entered the automotive industry in large numbers. As a high-barrier automotive industry, it has 
a long research and development cycle and huge capital investment. In just one year, LeEco has 
consumed 15 billion yuan. At this time, LeEco’s other industries are also in the state of capital 
investment. In the case of self-sufficiency of funds, LeTV’s capital investment can only rely on 
external financing to support its continuous investment. After that, LeTV began to enter the 
mobile phone industry again. In August 2016, LeTV mobile phone suffered a serious break in 
its capital chain and owed a huge amount of payment to hardware suppliers. At the same time, 
LeTV also experienced various debts in other industries, and the LeTV crisis had fully erupted. 

3. ANALYSIS OF LETV'S INTERNAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 

3.1. The Power Check and Balance Mechanism Fails 

After LeTV was established, it established a power check and balance mechanism and 
formulated various rules and regulations. However, in the specific implementation of the 
internal control system of the enterprise, power and responsibility were not consistent. As a 
form of collective decision-making, the board of directors can avoid the fatal mistakes caused 
by the arbitrariness of individuals. Due to Jia Yueting’s dominance of the board of directors of 
LeTV, the decision-making is mainly made by Jia Yueting, and the rights are basically not 
restricted by the board of directors. Corporate decision-making has a strong personal touch, 
and it fails to take advantage of collective decision-making and lacks scientificity. 

3.2. Ignore Internal Control and Overall Budget 

For enterprises, internal control is the restraint mechanism of the enterprise, and weaker 
internal control will seriously affect the operation of the enterprise. The enterprise has 
established an efficient and complete internal control operation system, which can continue to 
escort the rapid development of the enterprise. LeTV did not pay attention to the construction 
of internal control system. LeTV was eager to expand its scale and build seven ecosystems 
before it matured[2]. It did not realize that a mature internal control system could bring 
immeasurable value to the enterprise. 

LeTV’s financial department did not carry out a strict financial budget and was inaccurate in 
the use of the company’s funds. This led to serious consequences that the company’s capital 
chain broke. 

3.3. Weakening of the Supervision Function of the Internal Audit Department 

Internal audit is an important guarantee factor for enterprise operation and management. In 
the current increasingly complex external environment of enterprises, internal audit plays an 
important role in enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of enterprise operations. Internal 
audit is an important main part of internal control, which plays an important role in the correct 
supervision and evaluation, and plays an irreplaceable role in strengthening internal accounting 
control. LeEco’s audit department is not independent of the financial department[3], and there 
is no physical isolation mechanism. This greatly reduces the accuracy and reliability of LeEco’s 
internal audit work. LeEco’s establishment of the internal audit department as a subordinate 
organization dependent on the financial department makes LeEco’s internal audit department 
ineffective and unable to perform effective supervision functions. LeEco's inattention to the 
function of internal audit and supervision caused LeEco to fall into a crisis of breaking the 
capital chain. 
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4. MEASURES TO IMPROVE LETV'S INTERNAL CONTROL 

4.1. Implement Decentralized Checks and Balances 

The principle of decentralized checks and balances is the result of the reasonable distribution 
of various important powers of the company, forming a balanced model of mutual checks and 
balances. The decentralized checks and balances can make the company's decision-making 
more scientific and avoid serious personal interference. First of all, LeEco should clearly 
stipulate in the company's rules and regulations that different powers and different issues 
should be allocated to different organizations to deal with them, so that the company can 
perform its own duties and avoid the dangers that centralization brings to the company. 
Secondly, major decisions concerning the company's future development direction should be 
made collectively by the general meeting of shareholders. The number of shareholders present 
must be more than 80% for the voting results to take effect, and Jia Yueting's voting ratio should 
be appropriately weakened to prevent small shareholders from not participating in the general 
meeting. 

4.2. Strengthen Internal Control and Comprehensive Budget 

Nowadays, the external environment of enterprises is becoming more and more complicated. 
Enterprise managers should attach great importance to internal control and place internal 
control at the core of enterprise development [4]. LeEco embodies Jia Yueting’s personal wishes. 
LeEco’s strengthening of internal control construction first needs to raise the awareness of 
senior managers’ attention to internal control, manage from the source, design the corporate 
structure correctly from the top, cultivate and form a correct corporate culture, and enable 
employees I was in the right cultural atmosphere from the beginning of my employment, which 
made the importance of internal accounting control deeply rooted in my heart. 

A comprehensive budget is a solid guarantee to promote the high-quality development of an 
enterprise, and it has an irreplaceable role. First of all, LeEco should let all employees 
understand the important role of a comprehensive budget and know that a comprehensive 
budget requires the participation of all employees, so as to ensure the reliability of the budget. 
Secondly, LeEco should prepare a comprehensive budget based on the company’s strategic goals, 
and a comprehensive budget that is in line with reality and the external environment. Only a 
good balance between budget and reality can ensure the sustainable and healthy development 
of the company. Finally, the overall budget management system should also be improved. A 
complete budget management system is an effective way to avoid risks. It should specifically 
include budget preparation, budget assessment, and budget implementation. 

4.3. Strengthen the Function of Internal Audit Supervision 

Improving the function of internal audit supervision can improve the efficiency of the 
organization, help companies resist operational risks and achieve organizational goals[5]. First 
of all, LeEco should improve the independence of internal auditing. Independence is an 
important guarantee for the reliability and truthfulness of audit results. Untrue audit results 
will not only mislead business management decision-makers, but also bring unpredictable 
losses to the company. Secondly, LeEco should improve the professional ethics of auditors so 
that the entire enterprise is surrounded by an atmosphere of honesty and trustworthiness. At 
the same time, LeTV can establish an evaluation mechanism to conduct irregular evaluations on 
employees to improve their overall professional quality. Finally, corporate executives should 
recognize the importance of internal supervision, strengthen the construction of internal 
supervision institutions, and strive to create an open and transparent operating environment 
to provide a guarantee for the healthy development of the enterprise. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

As a glorious Internet company, the failure of LeEco was not accidental, but was caused by 
the blind and rapid expansion of the business by the senior management. LeEco ignored the 
internal control which caused the capital chain to be inadequately controlled, and the 
emergence of funds in the enterprise could not support the speed of diversified business 
expansion. And finally ushered in the end of the company's capital chain break and delisting. 
The delisting of LeEco has sounded a wake-up call for other companies. If they ignore the 
importance of corporate internal control, they may still repeat the same mistakes of LeEco. 
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